
 
Before Richard gives details of the next SWJOC meet, I would like to thank 
him and Donna for organising the last, being the fantastic Christmas 
Celebration dinner on Sunday 11 December 2011.  
 
Some 20 or so expectant souls made their way to the delightful Ruperra Pub 
& Restaurant at Caerphilly Road, Bassaleg near Newport. 
 
The venue for our celebration dinner was of course chosen by Richard & 
Donna (it is their local and regular watering hole!). With much advance 
enthusiastic notice, Mary and I, full of Christmas cheer, had arrived a good 
hour or so prior to the proposed meal time, and it was interesting to welcome 
folk as they arrived to what was a new venue for the majority. After exchange 
of greetings and with welcome drink in hand the SWJOC ‘gourmet society’ 
were soon talking amiably with one eye on the entrance to our own exclusive 
dining room. Upon being invited into the inner temple, our hosts Michael and 
Sian White introduced themselves to us with a wish that it was their desire to 
make our celebration dinner a memorable occasion. Tables had been placed 
along the length of the dining room; so much nicer and more sociable than 
small individual tables for a gathering such as this. 
  
All of the locally sourced food was prepared by Michael and it became clearly 
obvious as we were presented with our highly individual starters that we were 
in for a real treat. 
 
Whilst we were of course given a choice for the meal most decided on the 
traditional Christmas fayre. We were not disappointed. Turkey, worthy of a 
mention in a Charles Dickens novel with all the trimmings, home made of 
course! accompanied by a plentiful selection of vegetables. The wine flowed 
freely (no we did pay for it,)  there is  always one!. And it was not yet over 
because following delectable desserts including individual homemade 
Christmas puddings, as an extra, we were presented with delicious fresh, 
warm, chefs own mince pies. A special mention must go to the lady who 
coaxed the kitchen to serve up an additional dishful of sausages…most 
enjoyable. 
  
The day was voted a huge success by one and all. It was universally agreed 
that the banquet that we had enjoyed was, thanks to Michael and Sian for 
their superb food and excellent hospitality, the best ever, and superb value 
too!. The applause given was thoroughly deserved. Thanks once again to 
Richard and Donna for their excellent choice of venue.  
 
Happy healthy and Joyful New year to you all.  
Ed and Mary 
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Chinese Year of the Dragon?? Welsh Year of the Jensen!! 



 
As the organiser of any meet will know, it is always a relief when they are a 
success. Knowing Mike and Sian as I do, I was confident that the Christmas 
event would be particularly successful and I’m glad that it was. It was however 
perhaps a little frustrating that we didn’t see any new SWJOC faces here, 
despite many members having joined the club recently. Hopefully, we can 
rectify this at the next meet; you will be particularly welcome. 
 
With that in mind… 

…our first meet of the year has traditionally taken place at the Cider Mill in 
Crickhowell. However, Ed and Mary have discovered what promises to be an 
excellent venue being “Canale” at the extremely scenic Goytre Wharf. This is 
a delightful 200 year old industrial heritage site that now includes a visitor 
centre and marina on the Monmouthshire and Brecon Canal with canal side 
woodland walks and lots of wildlife to see.  The centre itself has plenty to offer 
including exhibitions and events, canal trips and children’s activities. As 
always therefore, the whole family is welcome to join us at Canale which is 
easy to find and well signposted off the A4042 between Mamhilad and 
Llanover. 

Not only will the JOC have our own parking area (which should make for a 
terrific backdrop for our cars) but we will also have exclusive use of the 
conservatory and thus we should be afforded great views of the canal and the 
countryside whilst we enjoy the specially prepared hot and cold Italian buffet 
that is the speciality of the chef, Rocco.  
 

We are booked in for Sunday 19th February at 12.30 
 
Rocco does need to know numbers so please do let either me or Ed know 
that you’ll be joining us. You will be more than welcome and please do bring 
along any ideas for meeting or events that you would like to see in the 
SWJOC calendar for 2012. If you have any suggestions but are unable to join 
us, please just let us know of these.  
 
Until the 19th February therefore, happy New Year and happy and safe 
Jensen motoring 
 
Rich.  
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